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- **During Class**
  - Mostly reserved for Q&A, extra problems, or live lectures
  - Thursdays will eventually involve more:
    1. class discussion
    2. team meetings
    3. client meetings
First Day Homework (well... released tomorrow)

- **Exercise 0**
  - Basic competence in C++ and programming
  - This should be trivial if you meet the prerequisites for this class
  - Get in the habit of doing exercises when they are released. If you do not, you will struggle.
  - Exercise 1 is coming on Tuesday

- This can also serve as a litmus test. If it isn’t trivial, increase your workload expectations
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- **Background Survey**
  - Anonymous google forms survey on your competences from other classes.

- **Videos!**
  - The course schedule will have links to excellent videos + external resources
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- You struggled with earlier classes and want to “make up for it”
- Your friends told you it would be easy
- You think that you can let your team do all of your work for you
- You want to focus on learning a particular framework, frontend, architecture, ...
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- **You want to focus on learning microservices**
  - This last point at least makes sense in this course, but it requires understanding distributed systems and is outside our scope
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- You understand the content from earlier courses, *but* you want to make better decisions about *how and why* to develop a solution one way versus another
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- You will be available to meet during class times and meet with your teammates outside of class.
- You will be able to access course videos and live streams.
- You will be able to use a webcam for (less invasive) ID verification during, e.g. quizzes.
- You understand and are comfortable with the basics of C++ (old or modern).
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- I expect all students to complete their own work
- All students must contribute substantially to their term projects to pass (you will review your teammates)
- You will not share code or solutions for anything other than the term project
  - Even after the semester ends, this counts as academic dishonesty
  - Don’t be the idiot who fails a class *retroactively* for posting to github.... (seriously. Wow.)
  - Your team term project is the only exception. If you take it seriously, it can be worth sharing.
So let’s begin the first Q&A!